Scissor Skills

Cut out shapes below. Use shapes to create a sailboat.
Scissor Skills
Cut out shapes below. Use shapes to create a rocket.
Scissor Skills
Cut out shapes below. Use shapes to create a house.

[Diagram of shapes for cutting and creating a house]
Trace the dotted lines below!

1. Strawberry
2. Ladybug
3. Orange
4. Ladybug
5. Pear
Scissor Skills

Cut carefully on the lines.
At-Home Activities
Fine Motor

Scissor Skills
Cut carefully on the lines.
Scissor Skills

Cut carefully on the lines.
Scissor Skills

Cut carefully on the lines.
Fine Motor Scavenger Hunt

Your hands are very handy tools indeed! But just like using any tool, practice makes perfect. Let’s explore around the house and find ways to keep those hands and fingers busy and building skills! Looking high and low, can you find...

- Something you can turn
- Something you can twist
- Something you can squeeze with your whole hand
- Something you can squish with just your fingertips
- A button you can push through a buttonhole
- A zipper you can slide up and down
- Something you can roll
- Something you can open and close
- Three small objects you can pick up with your pointer and thumb
- Two medium objects you can grasp with your whole hand
- A spoon something to scoop up with it
- A crayon to hold to write your first initial or your name
- Something you can push
- Something you can pull